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Fero Scitus Book Publishing is excited to announce Black Camelot’s Dawn, the second
book in the Black Camelot series. The original sale date was be December, 2020. A revised
edition was completed in March 2021
Black Camelot’s Dawn, as The Publisher’s Dilemma is available to retailers and
independent bookstores that buy through the Ingram Wholesalers network. Readers can buy
directly through their local bookstore, bookshop.org or through amazon.com and
Barnes&Nobles.com
Black Camelot’s Dawn picks up after the exciting action of The Publisher’s Dilemma,
which introduces readers to the primary characters, Donald Alexander and Kwame Mills as
African-American business executives at the Harris Simmons Media Company.
The gossip writers, Luke McFlemming of The News, Mike Desanctis of The Post and
Jennifer Kung of The Ledger are nicknamed The Celebrity Hack Patrol because of their
relentless and combative personalities. They named Alexander, Mills and their high-society
friends the Black Camelot’s as a way to develop more stories.
Alexander, Mills and Samantha Rivers, the mixed-race illegitimate child of one of the
now deceased batboy CEO of the legendary family-owned media company Harris Simmons
were tasked to sell the company and “go do some good.” As a result of the sale, Alexander
has become a billionaire and Mills and Rivers fabulously wealthy. The nickname of Black
Camelot fits them and their press-branded moniker as they are now rich, stylish, sophisticated
and charged with fulfilling civic missions.
White supremacist groups emerge that don’t believe in black royalty and come to New
York with an assignment to end Black Camelot. But they are met by a resistant force they did

not anticipate. The Black Camelot’s have been admitted and are under the protection of the
world’s most powerful secret society.
A secondary character has re-emerged, in Dawn Davis Stuart, aka, Madame Hot
Temper. She returns to the city after serving a jail term, at the behest of her estranged Fatherin-Law. They now have joined forces to take down a sinister foe who has through purposeful
deceit and manipulation destroyed their family.
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